Higher Education

Solution Summary
Integration for Banner

A Banner integration without the frustration
Slow decision-making processes cost your school more than time. Your admissions,
financial aid and registrar’s offices are under the gun and look to IT for help. With limited
manpower and fixed resources, you need to make better use of your Banner student
information system without overextending the IT department.
The out-of the-box functionality of OnBase makes fast work of implementation. Its dragand-drop configurability eliminates the need for custom coding or scripting. By integrating
with Banner at the data-level, the two systems share information when they need to,
where they need to, creating a seamless, real-time exchange so that mission-critical
decisions are based on the most accurate, up-to-date data available. The admissions,
financial aid and registrar’s offices won’t be the only ones saying goodbye to timeconsuming, labor-intensive processes.

– Michael Seeley
Associate Director of Undergraduate Admissions
University of Notre Dame
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“We have a constant flow of
information being exchanged
between OnBase and Banner.
This provides staff with the
most recent and updated
information we have for a
student. Students no longer
have to wait on answers to
their admission and financial aid
questions.”
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It’s a dog-eat-dog world out there. See that your institution stands out from the pack
without adding to your to-do list.
The bi-directional flow of data allows up-to-date information to travel easily between
OnBase and Banner. Documents are indexed and retrieved by clicking a button from within
the Banner user interface. Automated processes ensure mission-critical information arrives
in real time, so that decisions are based on the most current information available whether
processing a student application, verifying a financial aid package or evaluating a transcript.

Admissions: May the first acceptance letter win
With increasing applications and decreasing resources, admissions offices must find ways
to process applications quickly to drive tuition revenue and secure best-fit students.
Without requiring any scripting, the OnBase integration with Banner helps admissions
offices produce faster and more accurate decisions, automatically indexing documents
and information, updating the Banner checklists, and electronically routing the complete
application to the appropriate counselors.

Financial Aid: Make them an offer they can’t refuse sooner
Labor-intensive verification bogs down financial aid decisions. Between record applicants and
reduced amounts available for awards, it’s important that timely offers go to the right students.
Through real-time information exchange, OnBase frees financial aid counselors from
administrative tasks, and financial aid packages go out sooner – often in tandem with the
admissions office’s decisions. As key verification data comes in, OnBase updates the
checklist in Banner. The complete file is automatically routed to the appropriate counselor’s
inbox for review.

Registrar’s Office: Give credit where credit is due
Increasingly students arrive with credits from other schools. Reviewing transcripts can be
tedious and time-intensive, causing delays in course registration, reduced enrollment and
revenue loss.
In a fraction of the time it would take to manually review a transcript, OnBase integrates
with Banner to support a degree audit, electronically capturing accurate data and searching
your articulation database for existing course equivalencies. It’ll even search external sites,
like CollegeSource® for matches. If no match is found, courses are routed for review.
Once approved, the articulation database can be updated automatically. And, it all happens
without a single line of custom code or script.

But wait, there’s more
The benefits of OnBase extend beyond the admissions, financial aid and registrar’s offices.
Flexible and scalable, OnBase integrates with a wide range of line-of-business applications
and core enterprise systems to meet the needs of departments across your entire campus.
With OnBase, you’ll optimize your IT investments while keeping administrative demands on
IT at a minimum.
Learn more at Hyland.com/HigherEducation.
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